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Abstract—Machine Learning (ML) is a well-studied strategy
in modeling Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs) but reaches its
limits while applied on instances of high complexity. To address
this issue, side-channel attacks have recently been combined with
modeling techniques to make attacks more efficient [25][26]. In
this work, we present an overview and survey of these so-called
”hybrid modeling and side-channel attacks” on PUFs, as well
as of classical side channel techniques for PUFs. A taxonomy is
proposed based on the characteristics of different side-channel
attacks. The practical reach of some published side-channel
attacks is discussed. Both challenges and opportunities for PUF
attackers are introduced. Countermeasures against some certain
side-channel attacks are also analyzed. To better understand the
side-channel attacks on PUFs, three different methodologies of
implementing side-channel attacks are compared. At the end
of this paper, we bring forward some open problems for this
research area.

I. INTRODUCTION

Physical Unclonable Functions (PUFs) are now a class
of well known security primitives, based on which various
security protocols have been proposed [1] [3] [5] [6] [4] [7]
[8]. A PUF works by digesting challenges and gather corre-
sponding material imperfection and uncertainties for a unique
identification (ID), which is hard to control and reproduce.
Arbiter PUF is a well-known PUF example, which is depicted
as Figure 1. The main component of an Arbiter PUF is two
delay chains built with n delay cells based on 2 − 1 MUX.
A challenge vector composed by C1, C2 ... Cn is applied as
the enable signal onto each MUX. Thus, a pulse applied at the
beginning stage gathers the process variation from each delay
cells, while passing through the circuit. The delay mismatch
between two delay chains are then converted into the timing
difference between TA and TB . A latch based arbiter digitizes
the response into “1” or “0” by judging which is the first
arrival.

As a security solution, resistance against malicious attack
is an important metric in evaluating a good PUF. Because
for a cryptographic system built on PUFs, modeling PUFs
behavior means means knowing the inner security messages.
In this case, exploring applicable PUF attack methods becomes
an interesting topic. Moreover, studying the mechanism of
different PUF attacks and proposing countermeasures are in-
directly helpful to develop more secure PUF based protocols.
For PUFs based on different mechanisms, a number of attacks
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are demonstrated and published [30] [10] [13] [9] [11] [12].
Among all the verified attack methods on PUFs, Machine
Learning (ML) modeling strategy is a special one, which is
mostly implemented in attacking the so-called Strong PUFs: a
class of PUFs which digest a challenge vector and produce a
corresponding response bit.
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Fig. 1. Basic Arbiter PUF

Strong PUFs mainly include Arbiter PUF [23], XOR
Arbiter PUF [23], Lightweight PUF [10], Ring Oscillator
PUF [23] and Feed-forward Arbiter PUF [23]. The feature
of public CRPs accessability makes Strong PUFs flexible,
but also renders them vulnerable to ML modeling attacks
[21] [22] [25], which digests a number of known challenge
and response pairs (CRPs) to train a mathematic model.
A completed model can then be utilized to to mimic the
behavior of PUFs: predicting the responses for unknown
challenge vectors [21] [22]. The commonly used modeling
algorithm includes Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [30],
Logistic Regression (LR) [21] [22] and Evolution Strate-
gies (ES) [35] [36]. Take Arbiter PUF in Figure 1 as
an example, in ML modeling attacks, all the silicon (de-
lay) mismatch like Ttop i, Tbottom i, Tu across i, Td across i

(u means up and d means down) can be modeled with a



set of training (known) CRPs. While more known CRPs are
applied, more precisely the inner silicon feature of PUF would
be characterized.

Though ML modeling is demonstrated as effective in
attacking some Strong PUFs, it is also concluded as reaching
the limits when applied on Lightweight PUFs or XOR PUFs
with bit-lengths of 256 or more and with 6 XORs or more
[21] [22]. In this context, another conventional method: side-
channel attack is combined with ML modeling method to
address the issue of exponentially increasing computational
workload [25]. The new hybrid side-channel attack is a special
class of approaches which adapts some well-known strategies
to the PUF case. Side-channel attack alone is an effective
method to gain information from the physical implementation
of a cryptosystem. The well-known means include power side-
channel [14], timing side-channel attacks [16], electromagnetic
attacks [17] and differential fault analysis [11], etc. Since the
main purpose of combining side-channel attacks on PUFs is
to decrease the workload of building ML models, the latter is
still the key applicable solution on the Strong PUFs.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section
II describes the ML model and basic side-channel attack
algorithms on PUFs. Section III describes some details of
different side-channel attack methods and categorizes them
according to their characteristics. Section IV analyzes the
potential challenges of implementing PUF side-channel attacks
as well as some opportunities, some countermeasures against
side-channel attacks are also recalled in this section. Differ-
ent methodologies like simulation, test chips and FPGA are
compared in section V. Some open problems of side-channel
attacks on PUFs are propsed in section VI while conclusion is
summarized in section VII.

II. THREAT MODEL AND HIGH-LEVEL ATTACK

APPROACHES ON PUFS

Proposed as security primitives, PUFs work by digesting
challenges and produce corresponding inner silicon signature.
Due to the constant silicon features and rule-based challenge
supply, PUF can be described into mathematical models,
which reveal the complicated correlation between challenge
and responses. Thus, if given a number of known CRPs, the
built model of PUF can be used to predict unknown ones.

A. ML Model and Algorithms

According to [30], the inner silicon mismatches on PUFs
can be modeled with known CRPs. Take the basic Arbiter
PUF in Figure 1 as an example, since the final response
o is determined by Arbiter to tell the first arrival pulse.
If denote the four delay parameters of the ith delay cell
as: Ttop i, Tbottom i, Tu across i, Td across i, and challenge
vector as: C = C1C2...Cn, we can model the delay of (i+1)th
delay cell as (A for top and B for bottom):

DA(i+ 1) =((1 + Ci+1)/2)(Ttop i+1 +DA(i))+

((1− Ci+1)/2)(Tu across i+1 +DB(i))

DB(i+ 1) =((1 + Ci+1)/2)(Tbottom i+1 +DB(i))+

((1− Ci+1)/2)(Td across i+1 +DA(i))

(1)

Please note that in Equation 1, the challenge bit C should be
pre-processed following Ci = 1−2∗Ci. With the mathematic

model of each delay cell, delay difference between each pair of
delay cells can be derived as Δi+1 = Ci+1 ∗Δi+αi+1Ci+1+
βi+1, in which:

αi = (Ttop i − Tbottom i + Td across i − Tu across i)/2 (2)

βi = (Ttop i − Tbottom i − Td across i + Tu across i)/2 (3)

Since the final signal delay TA = DA(n) and TB = DB(n)
(accumulative signal delay from the starting stage to Arbiter)
would determine final response o, following [30], we can
denote the final time difference as TA − TB =< p, d >, in
which p and d denote the parity vector from challenge and
constant delay of PUF circuitry (for brevity, we do not give
the explicit definitions here but refer the readers to [21] [22]).

The first modeling attacks on Arbiter PUF is demonstrated
in [30], in which SVMs was utilized to do the binary classifi-
cation with known CRPs. In such a model, an Arbiter PUF of
N bit-length is viewed as a linear classifier dealing with each
N − bit challenge vector. An advanced modeling attacks on
PUFs was proposed in [21] and [22], which applied Logistic
Regression (LR) [34], Evolution Strategies (ES) [35] [36] and
SVMs respectively for comparison. It is concluded that the
LR framework achieved the best performance in modeling
PUFs. Following the response pre-processing R = 1− 2 ∗ R,
each challenge vector C = C1C2...Cn obtains a probability
p to characterize how likely the response will be a 1 or -
1. The purpose of machine learning with a set of CRPs is to
maximally re-producing these CRPs with the built PUF model.

B. Side-Channel Attacks

The ML modeling attacks have been demonstrated as
reaching the limits while dealing with complicated XOR
PUF and Lightweight PUFs [21] [22]. To further help the
MLmodeling attacks, additional side-channels have been pro-
posed to enhance model building [25][26]. Side-channel at-
tacks is a class of attack, which extracts information from
the physical implementation of a hardware system (usually a
cryptosystem). Instead of brute force or theoretical weakness
in the algorithms, side-channel explores the weaknesses from
the practical implementation of a system. The demonstrated
side-channel information mainly includes timing information,
power consumption, electromagnetic (EM) leaks and sound,
etc. From the implementation strategies, some side-channel
attacks require technical knowledge of the internal operation of
the system on which the cryptography is implemented, while
others such as differential power analysis are effective as black-
box attacks. Moreover, power and timing side-channel attacks
are mainly based on statistical methods. For a complicated
encryption function as PUF, it is infeasible to directly model
its behavior based on side-channel information alone. How-
ever, knowing such information would greatly decrease the
workload [25].

Taking power side-channel as an example, the main pur-
pose of implementing power side-channel attacks is extracting
varied power consumption derived by inner operations. Some
well-known strategies include simple power analysis (SPA),
differential power analysis (DPA) [14] and high-order differ-
ential power analysis. For a hardware implementation with
power supply VDD, its power consumption P can be expressed
as: P = VDD ∗ I , where I stands for the real-time current.



Thus, by observing and collecting the current trace, the power
consumption P , which is closely related with the inner digital
keys, can be deduced.

III. OVERVIEW OF EXISTING HYBRID SIDE-CHANNEL

ATTACK ON PUFS

Since the combination of side-channel attacks with ML
is for decreasing workload of building PUF models, it is
meaningful to discuss the two methods respectively. In this
paper, we categorize the side-channel attacks on PUFs as: 1)
passive attacks; 2) active attacks; 3) semi-invasive attacks; 4)
hybrid attacks.

A. Passive Attacks on PUF

1) Power Side-Channel: Passive attacks is the main mem-
ber of side-channel attacks, which only passively observe
and collect information from the target instead of changing
it. If necessary, the attackers possibly run the hardware to
execute a specific behavior to extract some wanted information
like timing, power consumption or electromagnetic leaks. As
we described above, passive attacks like power side-channel
and timing side-channel are based on statistical methods. So,
subsequent data analysis and related tools are needed, like
MatLab. The most relevant published passive attacks on PUF is
by Mahmoud et al. [25], in which power side-channel attack is
implemented to extract the sub-responses information of XOR
Arbiter PUFs and Lightweight PUFs.

The basic mechanism of XOR Arbiter PUFs and
Lightweight PUFs is encoding sub-response patterns with
XOR function into a public response, to keep the original
secret message from being known by outside world. The
basic component of the above-mentioned two PUFs is an
Arbiter PUF, which employs a latch as arbiter to determine the
response. According to [25], the latch based arbiter consumes
more power while generating a “1” response than a “0”
one. Thus, the power consumption of whole XOR/Lightweight
PUFs increases while more “1” sub-responses are generated.
Thus, with power tracking method, power side-channel collects
the current trace of whole PUF, with statistical processing tool-
s, the current trace can be transformed into power consumption
(the area below each current trace).

If we denote the charged XOR gate by the “0 to 1” response
as a active one, the amount of extra power consumption is
linearly proportional with the number of active XOR gates.
So, with the power consumption information of each public
response, it is feasible to deduce the proportion of “1” in sub-
responses, thus greatly improves the success of guessing it.

2) Timing Side-Channel: Timing information is another
common used side-channel parameter. Usually, a timing side-
channel attack is simply implemented by observing variations
in how long it takes to perform cryptographic operations.
With timing side-channel information it might be possible to
determine the entire secret key. Such attacks involve statistical
analysis of timing measurements, and have been demonstrated
across different areas [16] [27] [28].

Even though there is no published timing side-channel
attacks on PUFs yet, we can predict some foreseeable strate-
gies. Similar to power side-channel attacks described above,

the purpose of collecting timing side-channel information is
also providing additional information about the sub-response
bits. Take Lightweight PUF with N sub-PUFs as a example,
the XOR function at output network is actually composed by
several basic XOR gates. Due to the process variations between
each XOR gate, we can assume that different sub-response
patterns would have different timing signatures (propagation
delay). Thus, by sweeping the frequency of PUF circuitry, it
is feasible to categorize public responses, and then refer the
sub-response patterns.

B. Active Attacks on PUF

Different from passive attacks, active attacks attempts to
alter system resources or affect their normal operation, which
is mostly used in network attacks [32]. By manipulating the
target or its environment outside of its normal behavior, the
change of systems performance is observed and collected
by attackers. Through analyzing the modified input-output
pairs, inner working mechanism can be learned. Common
used methods in active attacks include “fault injection”, which
uncovers cryptographic keys of system; changing program flow
to break the integrity checks; etc.

A recently published active attack on PUF is by Delvaux
and Verbauwhede [12]. In this literature, a PUF repeatability
model is built based on the short-term reliability of the PUF
as affected by CMOS (and interconnect) noise sources. Here,
it is worth to distinguish the concept of noise from that of
variability. For a normal functional electronic circuits, neither
variability nor noise is desired. However, PUF is a special class
of security primitives which measure the process variability.
Thus, noise becomes the ideal “fault injection” candidate.

For a PUF circuits, noise mainly comes from temperature
variations, supply voltage variation, etc. All of the noise source
would reduce the CRPs repeatability of a PUF circuit. In
[12], the presence of noise to characterize the variability
relevant is explored for response bit generation. Based on
the built repeatability PUF model, the fraction R of the
responses which evaluates to “1” for a certain CRP is evaluat-
ed. By held Repeatability Measurements, the authors get
the probability distribution function (PDF) of R. Statistical
methods like Least Mean Square (LMS) Method and
Differential Measurements Method are proposed to an-
alyze the model. It is demonstrated that response repeatability
can be exploited as a side channel for modeling strong PUFs.

C. Semi-invasive Attacks on PUF

Semi-invasive attacks stands for the attacks which physi-
cally break the cover of a implementation, without effecting
its function. In [17] [29], Dominik et al. held a semi-invasive
attack on Ring Oscillator (RO) PUFs while not damaging
the underlying PUF structure. For a RO PUF, the process
variations on die are transformed into operating frequency
of each subcomponent, a counter choosing one pair of ROs
is utilized for a 1-bit response. In Merli’s work, RO PUFs
implemented on Xilinx Spartan XC3S200 is decapsulated,
on-die EM measurements is held to collect the frequency of
each RO as side-channel information. With the complete list
frequency range of all RO components determined, the whole
RO PUF was modeled successfully. It is concluded in this



paper that no significant influence will be made on the physical
structure after such a semi-invasive attack.

D. Hybrid Attacks on PUF

Even though demonstrated as an effective attack approach,
pure ML modeling attacks reached the limit when attacking
XOR Arbiter PUF or Lightweight PUF of 256-bit lengths of
256 or more and with 6 XORs or more [21] [22] [25]. To
address this issue, a hybrid attack on PUF combining power
side-channel attacks with conventional ML modeling attacks
is proposed by Mahmoud et al. in [25] and Rührmair et al. in
[26]. It is stated that power side-channel is of little value if
taken by itself, but strongly improves an attackers capacity if
suitably combined with modeling techniques.

In [25], good sub-response patterns like “all-1” and “all-
0” are filtered out as side-channel information. Through this,
the whole XOR Arbiter PUF and Lightweight PUF are de-
composed into individual Arbiter PUFs. While enough CRPs
are collected for each individual Arbtier PUF, current ML
technique is capable to model them. The entire XOR Arbiter
PUF and Lightweight PUF are attacked as long as each sub-
PUF is learned. While in [26], Rührmair et al. present a
more advanced machine learning (ML) techniques is adapted
to efficiently exploit the side-channel information, with good
error tolerance.

IV. CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR ATTACKERS

Due to the complexity of PUFs and strict requirements for
implementing side-channel attacks, there exit some challenges
for PUF attackers. Meanwhile, the availability of variety of
side-channel strategies also present opportunities for this re-
search.

A. Challenges

1) Difficulty of Practical Implementation: In section III,
we list some published side-channel attacks. In this section,
we will analyze the challenges for these attackers. From the
definition of side-channel attacks, the extracted information is
usually of a subtle fraction compared with the entire measured
value. This appears as a potential challenge for side-channel
attacks on PUFs, because if measuring such subtle parameter
is infeasible, the side-channel attack becomes worthless.

Take the power side-channel as an example, in [25],
the CRPs used by Rührmair et al. are mainly from SPICE
simulations. Even though with simulation it is not hard for
one to precisely extract out the extra power consumptions of
XOR gates. In practical implementations, power trace collected
from PUFs on FPGA or ASIC chips would mix with a lot of
noise. In this context, there is no significant difference between
all the power trace, thus it is infeasible to deduce the sub-
responses behind them. There are two reasons for this problem:
1): in real silicon PUFs, XOR tree usually consumes no more
than 5% silicon resource of the whole design, charged XOR
gates consume much less power than the whole circuits; 2):
environmental and measurement noise have a great impact on
the extracted power trace;

2) Countermeasures: Proposing various attack methods not
only validates the quality of a PUF protocol, but also motivates
people to look for countermeasures to perfect it. The con-
ventional countermeasures against side-channel attacks mainly
include: 1)Decrease the information leakage, like balance the
processing of values; 2)Increase noise to circuit operation, this
would cover the subtle changes.

Against the published side-channel attacks on PUFs, num-
bers of corresponding countermeasures were also developed.
A method against power side-channel attack for XOR Arbiter
PUFs and Lightweight PUFs is proposed in [25]. In response
to the different power consumption between “1” and “0”
responses, two crossed arbiters are employed at the end of
each Arbiter PUF. With the improved Arbiter PUF, a constant
number of “1” and “0” responses are produced, thus equal
amount of power is consumed.

Two countermeasure examples are discussed in [11], a-
gainst the semi-invasive side-channel attacks on RO PUFs. The
first method modifies the RO components, which combines
the so-called “non-overlapping” and “parallel comparison”
ideas. By measuring a small number of oscillators in parallel
and repeat such measurement on several groups (no overlap
between any two groups), no repeated frequency information
of a certain RO is leaked. The second method focuses on
reducing the width of the measuring counters to decrease
the leaked electro-magnetic radiation. An asynchronous ripple
counters is employed where only the first flip-flop is clocked
by the RO signal and all others follow asynchronously. The
results demonstrate that compared with synchronous counters,
ripple counters had less emanation.

B. Opportunities

Even though there would be challenges for attackers to
implement side-channel attacks on PUFs, some opportunities
also exist for this study. From the introduction above, it is not
hard for one to note that, all the verified side-channel attack-
s have been proposed with corresponding countermeasures,
which would better protect PUFs. However, built on complex
inner variations, different PUFs would rely on varied silicon
characteristics, it is difficult to bring forward a comprehensive
countermeasure. As discussed in [33], all the proposed coun-
termeasures are targeting some certain side-channel attacks
respectively. Thus, it possibly renders a well protected PUF
which is immune to power side-channel attacks, vulnerable to
timing side-channel attacks, etc. Moreover, for now there is no
obvious scheme which could protect PUF primitives against all
of the existing side-channel attacks.

V. METHODOLOGIES

In this section, we list and compare different methodologies
for verifying side-channel attacks. The most commonly utilized
methodologies are: SPICE simulation, test chips and FPGA.

A. Simulation

Compared with other platforms, simulation is a convenient
way to verify ideas. The well known tool is SPICE, with
which one can precisely extract the wanted signals like power
consumption [25] [26], timing difference, etc. Moreover, it is



TABLE I. ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE HYBRID ATTACKS

Methodologies Variations Cost Flexibility Duration

Simulation library model $ ��� +

Test Chips silicon $$$ � +++

FPGA silicon $$ �� ++

feasible to mimic the practical operation of PUFs by injecting
some noise, such as temperature and supply voltage variations.

However, only validating side-channel attacks with data
from simulation may renders the attack impractical. As we
discussed in section IV, due to the existence of environmental
and measurement noise, the successful power side-channel
attacks on XOR Arbiter PUFs and Lightweight PUFs can not
be directly applied onto real silicon PUF instances.

B. Test Chips

Test chips is a good way to validate different PUF-based
security protocols and attack methods. Unlike simulation and
FPGA, with ASIC test chips, people can optimize the circuitry
and reserve some output pins for wanted signals. In [13],
a class of 64-stage Arbiter PUFs realized in 65nm CMOS
technology is learned with ML modeling attacks. A good 90%
prediction is achieved from a training set of merely 500 CRPs.
The shortcomings of test chips mainly lies in its cost, and a
long-term duration is required to wait for the fabrication.

C. FPGA

FPGAs are important components for a considerable num-
ber of embedded systems, thus are the desirable platforms
to implement PUFs. While their properties facilitate high
performance, fast prototyping and hardware updates even after
market launch, theft of Intellectual Property (IP) poses a
serious threat to FPGA systems. The use of Physical Unclon-
able Functions (PUFs) in FPGAs seems to be a promising
solution for IP protection [4] [31]. Moreover, based on the
reconfigurability feature of FPGAs, side-channel attacks can
be quickly verified and optimized. All these related features
of the three metrologies are summarized in Table I.

VI. OPEN PROBLEMS

• As we discussed in section IV, for the proposed
power side-channel attacks on PUFs, it still requires a
feasible method to practically extracting subtle power
consumption. Thus, looking for a applicable noise-
removal strategy becomes interesting and necessary.

• According to the presented opportunities for PUF
attackers, for existing PUF primitives, it will be a good
research topic to explore a comprehensive counter-
measure against the well-learned side-channel attacks.
And undoubtedly, strategies against some certain side-
channel attack is the theoretical basis and needed to
be studied, too.

• For some proposed combined side-channel attacks on
PUFs [25], the useable CRPs for ML are exponentially
decreasing from XOR PUFs and Lightweight PUFs
with more subcomponents. This strategy makes the
useful CRPs to be rare, wasting a lot of known

CRPs. Thus, better ML modeling algorithms as the
one proposed in [26] are welcome to make this method
more applicable.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this work, we studied some proposed side-channel
attacks on PUFs, a tentative taxonomy is given according to
their characteristics. Based on the recently published combined
side-channel attacks on PUF, we point out that some chal-
lenges would make side-channel on PUFs impractical. We also
present some opportunities in this research due to the diversity
of applicable side-channel strategies.
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